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Abstract Water escape on Mars has recently undergone a paradigm shift with the discovery of unexpected
seasonal variations in the population of hydrogen atoms in the exosphere where thermal escape occurs and
results in water lost to space. This discovery led to the hypothesis that, contradicting the accepted pathway,
atomic hydrogen in the exosphere was not only produced by molecular hydrogen but mostly by high altitude
water vapor. Enhanced presence of water at high altitude during southern spring and summer, due to
atmospheric warming and intensified transport, favors production of H through photon-induced ion chemistry
of water molecules and thus appears to be the main cause of the observed seasonal variability in escaping
hydrogen. This hypothesis is supported by the observation of large concentrations of water vapor between 50
and 150 km during the southern summer solstice and global dust events. Using a simplified yet representative
air parcel transport model, we show that in addition to the formation of atomic hydrogen from water
photolysis above 80 km, a major fraction of the exospheric hydrogen is formed at altitudes as low as 60 km
and is then directly advected to the upper atmosphere. Comparing the injection modes of a variety of events
(global dust storm, perihelion periods, and regional storm), we conclude that southern spring/summer controls
H production and further ascent into the upper atmosphere on the long term with direct implication for water
escape.
Plain Language Summary Numerous lines of evidence suggest that Mars' water inventory was
much larger in the past than it is today. The loss of this inventory has been driven by the formation of hydrated
minerals on the surface, as well as by the escape of water to space. The first part of the escape process
comprises the formation of H atoms, which may escape the planet once they reach the uppermost layers of the
atmosphere. Here, we investigate one mechanism by which the H atoms may reach these high altitudes: the
breakdown of water molecules by solar ultraviolet photons in the middle atmosphere (60–70 km above the
surface), and the posterior ascent of the newly formed H atoms to the upper altitudes. We use a model that
reveals that this process is the dominant contributor of atomic H to the upper atmosphere during periods of
strong atmospheric circulation. In particular, we find that this mechanism is most efficient during the spring/
summer season in the Southern Hemisphere, when Mars is closest to the Sun. Given that this season occurs
every Martian year, our calculations suggest that this process has been the dominant contributor to water escape
in the long term.
1. Introduction
Mars has probably lost to space a large part of its initial inventory of water and carbon dioxide (Jakosky
et al., 2018) in addition to water trapped in hydrated minerals (Scheller et al., 2021). Indeed, the scars left at the
surface by a previously widespread and active liquid water cycle (Carr, 1987) imply that massive amounts of
water and carbon dioxide have disappeared from the planet over the ages, consequently making the presumably
warm and wet primitive climate progressively transition during the last 3 billion years to the cold, and hyper arid
climate that prevails nowadays.
Several studies conducted in the last decades have tried to unveil the main cause of the demise of primordial
Martian water. The studies considered that a simple and still active loss mechanism is maintained indirectly by the
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thermal escape of hydrogen atoms in the exosphere, that is, above an altitude of 200 km, a region where they are
observed to populate the outer fringes of the atmosphere and to interact with the space environment. The theory
underlying water escape has received considerable attention, as new evidence collected since 2014 have revealed
major deficiencies in our initial understanding of the main mechanism controlling escape.
1.1. Water Escape: From Theory to Observations
Water vapor is the main hydrogen carrier in the lower atmosphere of Mars. It is sourced from the massive icy
deposits at the poles, which sublime in spring and summer. The conversion of water vapor in the lower atmosphere into the upper atmosphere hydrogen was initially thought to be a sluggish process paced by the formation of
H2 molecules out of H2O dissociation (McElroy & Donahue, 1972; Parkinson & Hunten, 1972). While H atoms
are produced everywhere in the column, they are short lived in the lower atmosphere and cannot move away from
their source region. In contrast, H2 has a centuries long lifetime and can access the ionosphere (>100 km) where
it reacts𝐴𝐴with CO2+ and releases H (Krasnopolsky, 2002).
The key reason that explains why only H2 is involved in this indirect hydrogen transfer to the upper atmosphere is
that H2 is not bound to condense like water is in the atmosphere. On Mars, temperature conditions make water vapor
saturate at an altitude that varies with seasons and latitude, but generally lies between near the surface and the upper
troposphere (above 40 km). This saturation level, also referred to as the hygropause or cold trap, is supposed to cap the
bulk of water vapor and confine it below. Above, water vapor sharply declines, as any water molecule exceeding vapor
pressure should turn to ice. Once this vapor excess is converted into water ice cloud particles, its higher density as a
solid makes it fall and release water vapor below the condensation level, sequestering water there. The initial theory
for the upper H production therefore relied on the idea that, with a hygropause level being so low, water vapor alone
could not be a significant carrier of H to the upper atmosphere, leaving the long-lived H2 handling most of this transfer.
The sequestration effect of hygropause on water vapor profile was discussed first by Davies (1979) and later
evidenced by ground-based observations (Clancy et al., 1996) and the Phobos 2 mission using solar occultation
in the infrared (Rodin et al., 1997). These observations led Clancy et al. (1996) to speculate about the long-term
consequences of this sequestration below the hygropause. The authors argued that the colder aphelion climate
should favor the retention of water in the spring/summer Hemisphere of Mars, that is, the Northern Hemisphere
whose pole exposes the largest reservoir of ice.
Regardless of its consequences for the mobilization of the surface ice reservoir, the hygropause level has also been
regarded as preventing the transfer of water to the upper atmosphere. Yet, the H2-driven production theory has not
withstood the Martian corona observations of SPICAM on Mars Express and Hubble Space Telescope that revealed
unexpected changes in its brightness on a few weeks' timescale (Chaffin et al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2014). Such rapid
changes are incompatible with the centuries-long steady production of H atoms imparted by H2, which thus called
for a different or additional source. The fact that enhanced coronal brightness occurred during the 2007 Global Dust
Storm (GDS) led Chaffin et al. (2014) to propose that an increase in high altitude water at that time could explain
the intensification of H production, and be the main contributor of water lost to space over the long term. Details on
how water could become the main contributor of H were presented in Chaffin et al. (2017) who modeled the effect of
water plumes deposited at a variety of altitudes from 20 to 120 km and showed how fast and strong the plumes turned
into an enhanced production of H atoms. The main conclusion in that study is that if sufficient water is brought up to
a level where photodissociation dominates the production of H (i.e., above 60 km), then a rapid response is predicted
for H production and escape with rates drastically changing in a timescale of weeks, therefore explaining how the
Martian corona could have been observed to vary on comparable timescales. Enhanced water presence above 60 km
was reported by several authors (Fedorova et al., 2018; Maltagliati et al., 2013), thereby establishing the link between
enhanced high altitude water vapor and enhanced exospheric hydrogen.
Numerous other works have followed this study and attempted to refine these initial results (Chaffin et al., 2021;
Fedorova et al., 2020, 2021; Heavens et al., 2018; Krasnopolsky, 2019; Stone et al., 2020) to address the respective contributions of isolated events (global or regional dust storms) and the global increase in dust and temperature that occurs annually around perihelion, that is, at the transition between the southern spring and summer.
Further, Krasnopolsky (2019) and Stone et al. (2020) also demonstrated that ion chemistry can efficiently decompose high altitude water into escaping H atoms.
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These studies provide complementary insights into the efficiency with which ionized and neutral chemistry
converts high-altitude water vapor into escaping hydrogen. They endorse the idea that, on an annual basis, hydrogen thermal escape is primarily driven by the increased presence of water vapor above 60 km, which only occurs
during southern spring and summer.
1.2. Observations of Water Vapor Vertical Distribution
Water vapor vertical distribution has long remained a missing product of Mars' observations. Until recently, the
SPICAM infrared spectrometer onboard Mars Express has been the only asset to regularly survey water vapor
vertical distribution (Fedorova et al., 2009, 2018; 2021; Maltagliati et al., 2011, 2013) using solar occultation
mode, a technique that provides both sensitive (between 1 and 10 parts-per-million in volume, ppmv, in H2O
volume mixing ratio, vmr) and vertically resolved (3–5 km vertical sampling) measurements. The enhanced presence of water vapor at high altitude during southern summer was already evidenced in some of these works, but
SPICAM occultation coverage is hampered by Mars Express highly elliptical orbit, forcing an uneven temporal
and latitudinal sampling, as well as by its limited detection capability.
With the advent of the Trace Gas Orbiter in 2018, water vapor profiles have been explored with far better accuracy and coverage through the use of state-of-the-art infrared spectrometers allowing for one to two orders better
spectral resolution and sensitivity than SPICAM and taking advantage of the TGO orbit to optimize latitude/
time coverage. The first surveys of water vapor accomplished by the Atmospheric Chemistry Suite (ACS) and
the Nadir and Occultation for Mars Atmosphere Discovery (NOMAD; Aoki et al., 2019; Fedorova et al., 2020;
Vandaele et al., 2019) have set a new standard in profiling water, especially during southern spring and summer
and also allowed for a comparison between a regular year and a year marked by a GDS. In particular, Belyaev
et al. (2021) were able to profile, for the first time, water vapor up to 120 km using the strong water band at 2.6 μm
sampled by the ACS instrument. In addition to TGO, the Neutral Gas and Ions Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS)
onboard the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) has sampled in situ the ion composition of the
atmosphere above 150 km and occasionally down to 120 km during deep dips, allowing for indirect identification
and quantification of water vapor in the thermosphere (Stone et al., 2020).
Together, TGO and MAVEN have revealed several striking features about water vapor. First, at times of dust
storms which occur in the second half of the Martian year, water is observed to propagate up to >100 km and
persists there for several months before disappearing by the end of the year. Not only is it observed at altitudes
that were not anticipated, but it is also observed there to be in substantial quantity (i.e., 20 ppmv at 120 km,
Belyaev et al., 2021), at odds with what one may expect from a hygropause-dominated water vapor profile. In
addition, ACS, which can probe water vapor abundance and measure atmospheric temperature from the same
measurement, has documented remarkably large amounts of water in excess of saturation between 60 and 80 km
(saturation ratio >10, Fedorova et al., 2020), demonstrating the very high porosity of the hygropause and thus
its reduced ability to sequester water below. Finally, the dense temporal sampling of NGIMS has also shown
that water transfer to the middle thermosphere (150 km) has a characteristic timescale of the order of days, with
concentrations tripling in a few days (Stone et al., 2020).
In summary, southern summer water vapor relies on a unique combination of favorable factors (rapid transport,
warm atmosphere, little to no hygropause effect) to swiftly penetrate the upper atmosphere and deliver hydrogen
atoms that are subsequently released. However, the transfer of hydrogen atoms directly from their bulk source
region in the middle atmosphere has never been addressed through the perspective of vertical advection that prevails
during these high water events (Shaposhnikov et al., 2022) and whose nature contrasts with diffusive transport.

2. Model
Chaffin et al. (2017) have revealed the importance of hydrogen atom formation and transport in and from the
region between 60 and 80 km, yet their model idealized the presence of water vapor at high altitudes and represented transport as a diffusive process which, by definition, ignores the unidirectional nature of advection whose
strength does not depend on the tracer gradient. Such a representation of transport was also employed by Krasnopolsky (2019) who only considered the atmosphere above 80 km and specified a boundary condition for water
vapor abundance at the bottom of his model. None of these studies therefore relied on a faithful representation
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of atmospheric transport, nor did they rely on the detailed observations of water vapor profiles that have been
produced by TGO since then. These results were then analyzed using Martian GCMs, where NOMAD, ACS, and
MCS data were tentatively reproduced in the context of the MY34 GDS (Neary et al., 2020) or assimilated to
explore the effect on escape rates of the MY34 regional C storm (Holmes et al., 2021). However, models have so
far mainly focused on H atoms forming above 80 km or on particular dust storm events, leaving aside the question of the respective roles of the regular dusty perihelion climate and of isolated storms events (GDS, regional
storms) in the escape budget.
The assumption that H production above 80 km dominates from an escape standpoint should be revisited by
considering the nature of transport (advection, not diffusion) and the contribution of the atmosphere below. In
that context, a different yet complementary perspective would look at the fate of a wet air parcel lifted from near
the ground and progressively carried to an altitude range where H atoms are produced and then diffuse up the
exobase. This supposes to adopt a Lagrangian standpoint, where one tracks over time (i.e., altitude) the changing
gaseous composition inside the parcel and can better constrain the origin of the H atoms that populate the upper
atmosphere.
To this end, we have employed a hybrid approach combining observational results, photochemistry and transport
diagnostics from a 3D Mars climate model to represent the processes affecting the composition of an air parcel
over time. The rationale for this simplified approach is that the entire representation of H production, evolution,
and transport cannot be based solely on observations or the 3D model. This approach of mixing observations
and model results together to infer production of hydrogen in the Martian atmosphere was introduced by Alday
et al. (2021) who established the prevalence of the southern spring/summer in the annual H production of the
middle atmosphere.
Observations can only indirectly constrain the velocity of ascent in the middle atmosphere, but they can constrain
directly water vapor, pressure, and temperature, which are the main parameters to model the relevant photochemistry. On the other hand, given the current maturity of Mars climate models (Haberle et al., 2019; Navarro
et al., 2014; Neary et al., 2020; Shaposhnikov et al., 2019, 2022), using their transport diagnostics is a relevant
option for specifying the range of vertical wind speeds needed for our model. An assimilation method like the one
presented in Holmes et al. (2021) constitutes another way to merge observations and theory and explore the mechanisms subtending an observed atmospheric state. However, the loose coverage of TGO solar occultations (only
two specific latitudes can be observed on any given day) is a strong limitation for an assimilation framework, and
it is unclear how much such sparse observations can contribute to establishing an assimilated atmospheric state
at very high altitude.
Our hybrid model tracks the fate of a wet atmospheric parcel undergoing ascent and chemistry, using the observed
water vapor profiles reported in Belyaev et al. (2021) and the chemical model of Lefèvre et al. (2004) whose latest
version has been presented in Lefèvre et al. (2021). We aim at tracking the variation in H number density (NH)
inside the parcel during its ascent to the upper atmosphere at times of intensified upward transport, that is, during
perihelion and during the MY34 GDS. The parcel ascends at a velocity ω of 10 cm/s as derived from the Mars
Climate database (Millour et al., 2017, see Figure 1). Compared to the eddy mixing coefficient used in Chaffin
et al. (2017), the upward motion predicted by the MCD is equally fast, since:


𝜏adv = H∕ 𝜔 = 105 s (∼1 Martian day)



𝜏𝜏dif f = H2 ∕𝑘𝑘dif f = 105 s

where H is the atmospheric scale height (∼10 km), and kdiff is the eddy mixing coefficient (10 7 cm 2/s, see Chaffin et al., 2017; Krasnopolsky, 2019). The typical variation of water vapor observed by NGIMS indicates that
the abundance of ionized by-products of H2O were multiplied by 2–3 over ∼2 days at 150 km, supporting our
assumption for ω.
However, to address the sensitivity of our results to vertical speed, we also tested model response to velocities
ranging from 1 to 50 cm/s as described thereafter. The vertical domain goes from the surface up to 100 km. At
every time step, the concentration of water vapor inside the parcel is set to that observed by ACS at the same
altitude (Belyaev et al., 2021). A net budget of H atoms added/removed to/from the system is then computed by
integrating H loss and production rates. H net production is mostly due to H2O photolysis, while its loss is mostly
MONTMESSIN ET AL.
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Figure 1. Vertical velocity as a function of longitude and latitude extracted from the climatological scenario of the Mars Climate Database at Ls 270°, an altitude
of 80 km and noon time everywhere (Millour et al., 2017). Velocity is expressed in m/s (the maximum value is +1.7 m/s). Negative values (in red) denote upward
orientation. http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mcd_python/.

due to reactions with O3, HO2, and O2 (Nair, 1994). The number densities of the species involved in the chemistry
of H are calculated at all altitudes by the model of Lefèvre et al. (2021) and its comprehensive photochemical
scheme of the Martian atmosphere. This allows to determine for our simplified model the net production of H
atoms in the parcel at every 10-m step of its ascent. This production rate is computed with solar flux conditions
appropriate to MY34 and MY35, and is diurnally averaged. We did not include ion chemistry, which is only relevant in the ionosphere (>100 km), that is located above the upper boundary of our model domain. Because the air
parcel pressure decreases during its ascent, a dilution resulting from the pressure reduction induced by the parcel
volume expansion between two adjacent levels is also applied to NH.

3. Results
3.1. Periodic and Stochastic Events
One can distinguish between two modes of high-altitude water vapor migration: periodic and stochastic. The
periodic mode relates to perihelion conditions as it occurs every year at the same period of time and is only driven
by the reproducible evolution of the southern spring/summer climatic conditions, except when affected by the
occurrence of a GDS such as in MY28. The stochastic mode corresponds to the unpredictable occurrences of dust
storms, whose impact on climate is large-scale. This concerns GDSs, and large-scale A-, B-, C-storms. Both periodic and stochastic modes occur only during the second half of the year, and it is now widely accepted that only
southern spring and summer contribute to water vapor migration to the upper atmosphere (Alday et al., 2021).
The relative importance of each mode in the long-term escape of water has been subject to debate. The main
question that is addressed here is how powerful and frequent each mode of water upsurge is. All modes are
characterized by sharp rises of water vapor, yet they differ in the way the atmosphere controls these rises. For
instance, the MY34 GDS occurred at a time when the equinoctial circulation dominates, with a dual cell pattern
centered about the equator where the rising region is thus located (Neary et al., 2020; Shaposhnikov et al., 2022).
In contrast, the rise occurring around perihelion coincides with the southern solstice circulation pattern, with a
single cell whose rising branch is positioned in the mid-to-high southern latitudes. The strength of the southern
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Figure 2. CO2 number density, H2O relative abundance and temperature derived from Atmospheric Chemistry Suite (ACS) data by Belyaev et al. (2021) for the four
cases investigated in this study: MY34 global dust storm (GDS) and Perihelion, MY35 Perihelion and C-storm.

spring/summer circulation pattern is boosted by the warmer perihelion climate and the topographic dichotomy
(Richardson & Wilson, 2002).
Following the distinction between stochastic and periodic modes of water transfer, we selected the same periods of time as Belyaev et al. (2021) to which we added the MY35 C-storm period from the same data set (see
Figure 2). We thus based our simulations on data collected during perihelion (Ls 270°) in MY34 and MY35, as
well as during the MY35 C-storm (Ls 315°), and during the climax of the MY34 GDS (195°–220°).
For simplicity, we assume that each simulation is representative of the transport and thermodynamical conditions
encountered by water for each period of interest. Therefore, we conducted four simulations. Results were obtained
for a particular latitude range that theoretically corresponds to the main zone of H ascent (i.e., 60°S for Perihelion
and C-Storm, 0° for the GDS).
3.2. MY34 Perihelion
Here, we consider the particular situation occurring during the transition between southern spring and summer
and that is henceforth referred to as the Perihelion season and that encompasses the period from Ls 240° to 270°.
Alday et al. (2021) demonstrated the prevalence of the Perihelion season for the formation of H and D atoms at
60 km of altitude. This conclusion was based on applying theoretical photolysis rates upon HDO and H2O profiles
observed by ACS.
3.2.1. Timescale Consideration
Figure 3a shows that H chemical loss balances photolysis production up to ∼50 km, above which production
dominates loss increasingly with altitude. Therefore, H atoms can only ascend if they are produced above 50 km.
The net production rate (Figure 3b) peaks at ∼65 km since, at the same time, the number density of water vapor
from which H is directly produced declines with pressure. H atoms produced below 60 km do not contribute to
the transfer of H to the upper atmosphere above 80 km, since loss operates >10 times faster than advection (hours
vs. days, see Figure 4), as explained in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3. (a) H production and loss rates as predicted by a photochemical model for the MY34 Perihelion case, using pressure, temperature, and water vapor profiles
obtained by Atmospheric Chemistry Suite MIR channel. H production is only due to water vapor photolysis. H loss relies on reactions with O3, HO2, and O2. (b) H net
budget calculated by subtracting loss from production rates.

3.2.2. Hydrogen Origin in the Lower Atmosphere
Our air parcel model can be used to track the origin of the H atoms advected to 80 km (Figure 5). To do so, we
restrict production inside 5-km atmospheric layers located between 40 and 80 km (Figure 5). Our model confirms
that no H atoms produced below 60 km can access the upper atmosphere as it is bound to recombine before reaching 80 km, which implies that almost no atoms produced in the peak production region contribute to escape. After
being advected from their production zone below 60 km, H atoms are completely lost after 1 or 2 km of ascent.
The production zone that matters for escape comprises altitudes from 65 to 80 km, with a dominant contribution
from the 70–75 km region.
3.2.3. Upward Flux
Figure 6 shows the altitude (or equivalently time, on the right axis) evolution
of the hydrogen number density (NH) in the air parcel and the corresponding
upward flux (equal to NH × ω). NH shows a pronounced peak of 1.9 × 10 9
atoms.cm −3 at 69 km that is reminiscent of the net production peak found at
65 km. However, as explained earlier, NH then decreases after rising above
the peak as subsequent H production diminishes and cannot compensate dilution subsequent to the parcel volume expansion.
At 80 km, we find that the upward hydrogen flux is of 1.1 × 10 10 cm −2s −1, a
value that is nearly twice the net photolysis product of H integrated from 80
to 100 km. The H flux at the bottom of the upper atmospheric domain is not
only significant, it actually accounts for a dominant portion of the H budget
in the upper atmosphere of the southern summer, when H is known to escape
massively.
3.2.4. Sensitivity to Ascent Speed

Figure 4. Timescales associated with the various processes represented in
the air parcel model, transport timescale is deduced from an ascent velocity of
10 cm/s.

MONTMESSIN ET AL.

At an upward speed of 10 cm/s, it takes roughly a day for the parcel to ascend
10 km in altitude. The derived H flux at a given altitude being the product of
ascent speed with the H number density in the parcel, a change in speed linearly affects this product. However, it also indirectly affects it through the H
number density in the parcel. Indeed, NH is history-dependent, as it integrates
over time the effects of local conditions on loss and production in the parcel.
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Figure 5. Air parcel model predictions for a set of configurations where production only occurs in a 5 km-thick layer whose
top altitude we vary from 45 to 80 km. Plotted quantity is the H number density (atoms.cm −3) in the parcel. The shape of each
curve reflects the processes at work inside the parcel during its ascent at 10 cm/s. Below 55 km, H is instantaneously lost
after leaving its production zone. Then, its increasing lifetime allows it to ascend several km before destruction. Above 60 km,
an increasing fraction of the produced atoms can be advected up to 80 km. The contribution of each 5 km layer is calculated
by dividing their corresponding NH at 80 km with that of the 0–80 km case, that is the nominal full production case.

In turn, the effect of local conditions on H budget depends on the residence
time of the parcel at a given altitude, and thus on its ascent speed. Therefore, a higher ascent speed also implies the parcel spends less time in regions
where it can accumulate H atoms.
This antagonism of effects explains the parabolic shape of the H flux dependence to ascent speed, as displayed in Figure 7, and additionally give our
results on the 80 km H flux some immunity to speed uncertainty.
3.3. Other Cases
3.3.1. Result Comparison

Figure 6. Model results for the H number density in the parcel (NH) and
the resulting upward flux for the MY34 perihelion case (black solid line).
Contrasting with the NH profile and its pronounced peak at 70 km, the H
volume mixing ratio profile (blue line) exhibits a constant increase from 55 km
up to 100 km. Note that the 1.1 × 10 10 cm −2s −1 flux value found at 80 km is
nearly 50 times greater than the canonical escape rate of ∼2 × 10 8 cm −2s −1
deduced from H2 dominated formation of upper atmospheric H
(Krasnopolsky, 2019; Stone et al., 2020).

MONTMESSIN ET AL.

The MY34 configuration described above has revealed the main characteristics of the H migration phenomenon, showing the significance of the H flux
at 80 km and the partitioning of the H origin among the atmospheric layers
located below and in particular between 60 and 80 km. We then subsequently
applied our model to the three other configurations of interest: MY35 Perihelion and C-storm, MY34 GDS (see Figures 2 and 8). It is to be noted that a
large part of the MY34 C-storm was not monitored by ACS due to TGO's orbit
constraints. The data gap actually covers the peak activity of this regional
storm, which implies our results would have underestimated the MY34
C-storm upward flux, since its water vapor profile exhibits distinctly smaller
abundances compared to other cases (not shown) Yet, this event produced an
intense brightening of the hydrogen corona (Chaffin et al., 2021). Instead,
we chose to apply our model to the C-storm that occurred in MY35 that was
consistently observed by ACS, which featured similar timing and strength
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compared to MY34. Note that the MY34 GDS and Perihelion cases, as well
as the MY35 Perihelion case also suffer from a sampling gap that happened
around their climax. However, considering these short gaps occurred in the
middle of events that lasted much longer than in the MY34 C-storm, their
importance is considerably reduced in comparison.
MY34 and MY35 Perihelion cases are in remarkable agreement, both exhibiting the same upward flux profile (Figure 8) with a pronounced peak around
70 km only slightly shifted upward in MY35. This altitude offset explains
why the MY35 80 km H flux is ∼30% larger than MY34, as a higher proportion of H atoms are produced closer to the 80 km boundary. Indeed, water
vapor is 15 ppmv more abundant in MY35 at 80 km, which then directly
impacts H production and upward flux (Figure 2). These results support
the idea that the perihelion configuration is highly reproductible from year
to year, which provides confidence for extrapolating its contribution in the
escape budget on a longer term.
The GDS case exhibits a H flux profile that is significantly flared compared
to the perihelion case, reflecting the distinct H2O vmr profile of the GDS that
shows a nearly uniform mixing ratio of ∼70 ppmv below 70 km. The GDS
H flux has a maximum value located at 65 km that is twice smaller than for
perihelion cases. At 80 km, GDS flux remains distinctly smaller than the two
perihelion seasons considered here. However, at 85 km, the GDS flux catches
up with MY34 Perihelion flux. The broadened peak of the GDS implies that a larger proportion (∼50%) of the H
population origin is located close to the 80 km boundary. In addition, the total density of the MY34 GDS above
80 km is higher than for perihelion cases (Figure 2), which mitigates the volume expansion (dilution) effect on
the air parcel in this altitude range. Interestingly, the MY35 C-storm produces an upward H flux at 80 km that is
found to be equal to that of the GDS.

Figure 7. Sensitivity of the simulated H flux at 80 km to upward velocity in
the case of the MY34 Perihelion simulation. Our baseline has a velocity of
10 cm/s, yet even a twofold increase or decrease in velocity only impacts H
flux by ∼40%.

3.3.2. Upward Flux Versus Neutral Photolysis Above 80 km
Considering that other processes are at work above 80 km, it is interesting to determine how the upward H flux
at 80 km compares, in terms of hydrogen input into the region above 80 km, with these other processes. One of

Figure 8. A synthesis of the four configurations explored with the air parcel model: global dust storm, MY34 and MY35 Perihelion, MY35 C-storm. (a) H upward flux
and concentration in the parcel during its rise from 20 to 100 km. Panel (b) same as panel (a) except NH is converted into H volume mixing ratio (parts-per-million in
volume).
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Table 1
A Synthesis of the Results Obtained in This Study and Compared With Other Works (k19: Krasnopolsky, 2019; s20: Stone
et al., 2020)
Event type
H production type in column rate (atoms per cm s )
−2 −1

𝐴𝐴 H2-CO2 chemistry
𝐴𝐴 H2O-CO2 + chemistry

This study

Perihelion MY34/MY35

Global dust storm

MY35 C-storm

1.6 × 10 (k19)

1.6 × 10 (k19)

1.6 × 10 8 (k19)

1 × 10 9 (k19)

2.38 × 10 9 (s20)

8

+

8

H2O photolysis (80–100 km)

5 × 10 9/7.5 × 10 9

5.4 × 10 9

3.2 × 10 9

H upward flux

1 × 10 /1.3 × 10

8.4 × 10

8.1 × 10 9

10

10

9

them is the direct deposition of hydrogen from water photolysis above 80 km. We mentioned earlier that in the
case of MY34 perihelion, the upward flux was about twice the net column production of H atoms out of photolysis between 80 and 100 km. We expanded this comparison to all other cases and found the following: (a) for
MY35 perihelion, the upward flux was 55% greater than local photolysis production, (b) for the MY34 GDS, the
upward flux was 30% greater, and (c) for the MY35 C-storm, the upward flux was nearly three times higher than
local production.
These results imply that the upward influx of H at the bottom of the upper atmospheric domain is the dominant
supplier in the context of the neutral photochemistry.
3.3.3. Upward Flux Versus Ion Chemistry
Without water at high altitude, H is only produced out of the reaction between
𝐴𝐴
CO2 + and H2, leading to a column
8
−2 −1
production rate of the order of 1.6 × 10 cm s (Krasnopolsky, 2019). This H2 chemical path supplies a background of H atoms all year long that is independent of the quantity of water vapor in the upper atmosphere.
However, Krasnopolsky (2019) completed the H2 pathway with ion chemistry involving water and triggered
by H2O reacting𝐴𝐴with CO2 +. He estimated that water chemistry in the thermosphere was producing H at a rate
equal to:
(
)
𝜑H ↑ cm−2 s−1 = 1.6 × 108 + 1.4 × 107 𝑓H2 O ∗ (ppm)

which, in the case water has 60 ppmv relative abundance at 80 km, yields an H escape rate of 10 9 cm −2s −1.
Stone et al. (2020) describe a series of high altitude (150 km) NGIMS in situ measurements of ionized water
by-products that they used as a proxy to estimate water vapor local concentration. They then applied an ion chemistry model similar to Krasnopolsky (2019) to infer the production of H atoms out of H2O reactions𝐴𝐴with CO2 +.
These authors found a net production rate of 2.8 × 10 9 cm −2s −1.
The difference of results between these two studies is not easily tractable, yet may be explained by the fact that
Stone et al. (2020) directly constrained their model with NGIMS measurements that probed the ion composition
of the atmosphere down to ∼125 km during a MAVEN deep dip, and possibly because they employed updated
reaction rates compared to Krasnopolsky (2019). Yet, both rely on the same approach and concur on the fact that
ion chemistry of water dominates over H2 chemistry and is a major supplier of escaping H atoms at times of “high
water.” Stone et al. (2020) further advocated that MY34 GDS produced such a change in the ion by-products of
water that GDS are likely to represent the main escape process for water overall.
3.3.4. Implication for Escape
Assuming that the H atoms crossing the 80 km boundary can be then carried up to escape altitudes, our results
shed light on the potential of each event for hydrogen escape. Table 1 summarizes the production rates computed
for most of the events discussed here and for the various H production modes that have been studied so far. Of all
the processes involved in the production and injection of H atoms into the upper atmosphere, the upward transfer
is found to be systematically greater than production from water photolysis or ion chemistry. This statement is
only valid outside the cold aphelion period, where H2 molecules are the main precursor of H atoms.
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This raises the question of the fate of H atoms crossing the 80 km boundary. Shaposhnikov et al. (2022) explore
the dynamical mechanisms that carry volatiles into the upper atmosphere at GDS and perihelion times. Using a
Mars' GCM to address the gravity wave breaking effect on global circulation and the transport of water at high
altitude, they show that atmospheric updrafts are the main carrier of volatiles up to 100 km, above which molecular diffusion combines with advection and then controls above 120 km the ascent of gases to the exobase. It is
therefore legitimate to apply our advective transport model to hydrogen atoms produced below 80 km. Since the
lifetime of hydrogen atoms increases steadily with altitude, once they have entered the upper atmospheric domain
above 80 km, they are likely to reside there long enough for a significant fraction of them to reach the exobase.
In fact, the way circulation is organized at times of high water events implies a massive upwelling either at the
equator (GDS) or at high southern latitudes (perihelion) compensated by a massive downwelling at the pole(s).
Figure 1 gives a good illustration of the upwelling and downwelling effects on the vertical velocity field. During
perihelion, downwelling velocity is twice larger than upwelling (1.7, not shown, vs. 0.7 m/s maximum values)
yet is confined into a narrow band at the north pole. Our air parcel concept only captures the ascent part of the
hydrogen journey into the upper atmosphere. At 100 km, that is at the top of our model, molecular diffusion will
then take over the rest of the ascent that will lead released H atoms to escaping altitude. Yet, a fraction of these
atoms will eventually return to the middle atmosphere via the downwelling region.
Depending on the value of this fraction, our model for direct H injection into the upper atmosphere consequently
appears as a plausible dominant contributor to H escape overall. At least, the upward transport of H atoms is
comparable in strength with the direct deposition of H atoms from water photolysis above 80 km. This consideration is in line with the Chaffin mechanism, except our study allows disentangling the role and contribution of its
principal components, namely transport from the middle atmosphere and production by photolysis.
3.3.5. Perihelion: The Preferred Period for H Escape?
Our comparison found a very consistent behavior of the H flux around perihelion for two consecutive years. It is
premature to conclude on the role of the GDS on the long-term escape of water, considering that the MY34 GDS
was a particular type of GDS (yet replicating the time period of the MY25 GDS) which have been observed at
other times in the Southern spring and summer (the MY28 GDS started at Ls 270°). However, within the framework and constraints of this study, we find that the perihelion period supplies on any given year at least as much
as the GDS did in MY34. Considering that GDS have been observed to occur every >3 Martian years, on the long
term (i.e., within the shortest of the orbital cycle), perihelion likely remains the dominant season for conveying
H atoms in the upper atmosphere, thereby imprinting a dominant effect on escape. On top of it, regional storms
shall add to this hydrogen transfer. Their relative importance is more difficult to evaluate, as only a single event
(the MY35 C-storm) could be tested with our model.
There are however reasons to argue that perihelion climate controls the transfer of H overall. First, the warmer
and dustier conditions of the perihelion climate last ∼60° Ls, a duration comparable to GDS' and which is greater
than the duration of regional storms. Second, perihelion corresponds to the seasonal maximum in the strength of
the global Hadley circulation, which is additionally boosted by the topographic dichotomy. Third, the higher solar
input of perihelion implies that a smaller amount of dust is needed to produce the same warming as extra-perihelion events. In contrast, the effect of regional storms on H upward flux relies on how much dust regional storms
do lift, which is variable from year to year as shown in the climatology of dust column opacity (see Figure 16 in
Montabone et al., 2015).

4. Conclusion
We have used a 1D hybrid model to represent the ascent of a wet air parcel at times of intense dust and transport
activity. This model combines observations of the ACS instrument onboard TGO that measured, for the first time,
water vapor abundance from 20 to 120 km (Belyaev et al., 2021). These observations enable the in-depth study
of how the water vapor penetration to high altitude contributes to hydrogen production above 80 km. In contrast
with other 1D models that have been used to explore Mars' photochemistry, our model does not represent the
vertical transport through the standard eddy diffusion but through advection with a constant velocity of 10 cm/s
up to 100 km. This choice more faithfully represents the way air masses are elevated during periods of high water
events and intensified circulation.
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We then combined the air parcel advection with ACS water vapor measurements and a detailed model of the
neutral photochemistry to track the H concentration (or number density) in the parcel during its ascent. We
find the production and further advection of H atoms from 60 to 80 km supply an upward flux of hydrogen that
overwhelms all other modes of hydrogen production in the upper atmosphere. The upward flux shows a slight
dependence on the ascent velocity, which thus mitigates the importance of specifying the correct velocity when
comparing different events together.
Our results imply that, contrary to a common assumption made in models used to study Mars' photochemistry
and escape processes, the region between 60 and 80 km cannot be neglected in the production and migration
of hydrogen to the upper atmosphere. In particular, these results imply that upper atmosphere photochemistry
models intending to capture Southern Summer conditions need to carefully consider the flux boundary condition
for H at the lower boundary if it is higher than 80 km.
Testing a variety of configurations, from the MY34 GDS to the recent MY35 perihelion period, we have been
able to assess how the hydrogen upward flux from above 60 km varies with events. Stochastic events (GDS and A,
B, C-storms) have a strong imprint on the escape budget, but our results suggest perihelion remains the dominant
escape component on the long term.

Data Availability Statement
The ACS data used in this study can be found in Belyaev (2021). The data produced by our model can be found
in Montmessin (2022).
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